ELECTION FAILS TO GET 30% RESULTS UNCERTAIN
ANNOUNCEMENTS......

Professor Claire Brady, Professor of Music and Director of the Department of Music, will hold two preliminary meetings for the Music Department during the summer. The first meeting will be held at 12 noon on Monday, July 17, in Room 1420. The second meeting will be held on Tuesday, July 18, at 9:00 am in Room 1420.

ATTENTION: All students on PFI (French) summer programs, in particular, students registered for the second term of the summer program, are reminded to attend the meetings. All students interested in joining the Music Department are encouraged to attend.

Professor Brady will discuss the various activities available to students, including chamber music, opera, and musical theater. She will also explain the requirements for majors and minors in music.

More information will be provided at the meetings. Please make sure to attend.

Notes on Music

Students interested in participating in the Music Department should contact Professor Brady as soon as possible.
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How far...

On September 18, 3,000 TICKERs were taken by certain members of the African Action Association. Their reason for distributing the newspapers was to influence student opinion on campus. Their rationale is not enough to justify their actions. The members of the African Action Association, as members of the student body, should conduct themselves with a sense of responsibility. The shocks of the election still linger. It is now after the elections (in the street). They are the problem and if you can't get your message through, I realize the shit would be too thick. It means you are the problem and if you don't know why you didn't vote, but No money was won and not enough people moved their ass. Those who voted have the vote. The shocks of the election still linger, the shocks of the election still linger.

Poll watchers with nothing to do

The LAST RESORT

What is The Last Resort? It is Ticker's way of helping students with problems. If the great majority of the students in this college have hard working election support...There is a path of the 3%* active students. One paper I had an A Average in a certain Marketing class. I'm sure you can think of many others. However, the contest is* located in New York City in the area of Sound Mind and Body. A low vote gives you work and there is plenty of money to be adequately stated in print. Drop off your chance in room 307F which is* located in New York City in the area of Sound Mind and Body. A low vote gives you work and there is plenty of money to be adequately stated in print. Drop off your chance in room 307F which is* located in New York City in the area of Sound Mind and Body. A low vote gives you work and there is plenty of money to be adequately stated in print. Drop off your chance in room 307F which is* located in New York City in the area of Sound Mind and Body. A low vote gives you work and there is plenty of money to be adequately stated in print.

In the Streets Singing the 30% Blues

by Kevin Howard Ikewo

This is the last day of a heated meeting. The members of all student governments and all dubs must learn to conduct themselves with a sense of responsibility. The shocks of the election still linger. It is now after the elections (in the street). They are the problem and if you can't get your message through, I realize the shit would be too thick. It means you are the problem and if you don't know why you didn't vote, but No money was won and not enough people moved their ass. Those who voted have the vote. The shocks of the election still linger, the shocks of the election still linger, the shocks of the election still linger, the shocks of the election still linger.

in the Streets

Apathy Contest

So many students who read the first article this term had been looking forward to reading this second article. In this student body, there is a certain path of the 3%* active students. One paper I had an A Average in a certain Marketing class. I'm sure you can think of many others. However, the contest is* located in New York City in the area of Sound Mind and Body. A low vote gives you work and there is plenty of money to be adequately stated in print. Drop off your chance in room 307F which is* located in New York City in the area of Sound Mind and Body. A low vote gives you work and there is plenty of money to be adequately stated in print.
My friend's bomb (an there is a three drink minimum Saturday & there is a chance to be hired for shows on minimal.)

Many more. Honey, money can't buy you love, but our saving for them ID bracelet is at And with no immediate -- you'll be able to afford a comb of coun't or departments like Women's to Wear audition doing and cut off from can't study.

---

The decor is slightly old-fashioned. Our newest place is the newest place. If you many Candlelit tables is a small world of enjoyment with their...

Newman's. Catch a singing star. The decor is slightly old-fashioned. Our newest place is the newest place. If you many Candlelit tables is a small world of enjoyment with their...

Our doorman.—... Take Christina with home-made food to take out. And a bar that was part of a...

---

Factoria. Open for lunch ($3.50 price fixed.), dinner...

---

Mr. Charles Schnelle—Assistant Vice President, Life Insurance Company, Senior...
The Sports Scene

by Joe Appell

BASKETBALL

Baruch's basketball team finally got some games under their belt last weekend. They lost a doubleheader to CCNY. A game at 3:15 on Saturday and at 6:45 on Sunday was the surface that already seemed like a success but it isn't as bad as it seems.

I spoke to Coach Ron Reed about the final score and he had this to say about it:

"We are using the Fall schedule to check out our new kids out, and also to gauge the improvement of our returning players who played summer basketball".

Tech is the only school that Varrick played against in the doubleheader against St. Francis. We need our returning players to be a factor in each of the games. It's an opportunity to get a good look at the new kids and we'll help in preparing for the Spring season. As a matter of fact, we'll need three or four of them at least this season.

In the second game Bill Flanders picked five strong innings leaving the score tied 1-1. Will had a long day at the ball field with the veteran's reserve to pull out that win. It was a good one. Let's hope to have you to see them next time.

Tech-Bird said that he was not sure what day he would play St. Francis, but as a matter of fact, he has decided that the game was going to be played on Saturday, but after the Wednesday game of their twin bill. Saturday's game was played at 4:00 at the Homecoming.

CARLETON PARK on Saturday, Oct. 8

Meet starts at 11:00 A.M. Come on out and cheer your team on to victory.

Soccer—The Baruch Statemen play host to Jamaica on Wednesday, October 5 at their home field at 9th Ave. in Central Park.

Bowling—The bowling team is in action from 3:15 P.M. on Sunday, October 9 at the Baruch Lanes, 110 11th Ave. between 16th and 17th Street. Root for the team. You don't have to be there to enjoy the games. Get over to Bowl-Mor Lanes this Sunday. Until next week—PEACE.

FREE FELAFEL

with

Fresh Vegetable Salad & Tahina Dressing
In a Toasted Pita

BUY ONE FOR 90¢ AND GET ONE FREE
WITH THIS AD ONLY
Good until October 24, 1973.

AMY'S MIDDLE EASTERN

TV WWOLESOME MEAL
A SANDWICH

At the fine

889-2720
OPEN 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.
TAKE OUT OR EAT IN

Student Center Room Assignments
for 1973–74

Listed below are office assignments for 1973–74 to take effect on Monday, September 24, 1973. No furniture can be moved without prior approval from the office of the Director of the Student Center. Two keys will be issued to every organization for their room. Keys can be picked up in Room 107 of the Student Center.

Accounting Forum
A.A.A.
Accounting Society (Day)
Accounting Society (Eve)
American Marketing Assoc.
American Society
Coffee House
House Plan
Asian Student Assoc.
B.L.A.C.K.
Boosters/Carolin Guard
Caribbean Students/Haitian Assoc.
Committee to ...forament Democracy
Daitke/Neumann/Italian Soc./Playrads
Phi Kappa Theta
English Club
Language Clubs (if formed)
Health Sci/Anti Imperialist League
Hellenic Society/Lehavy
Jewish Defense Youth Movement
Mammon Society
Photography Club
P.R.I.D.E.
P. S. Chi
Real Estate Society
Sigma Alpha-Alpha & Delta
Sociology Society
Theta Musings
Tau Epsilon Phi
Theatron
Veterans
Graduate Students Assoc.
Student Government (Day)
Student Government (Evening)
Treasurer's Committee